I WOULD DESCRIBE MY BACKGROUND AS …
quite varied: I have honed the skills I gained during my broad
education through practice. See organisations, feel people, recognise
potential for optimisation.
Having a critical eye runs in the family and I actively developed the
complementing problem-solving mindset.

I ...
was born in 1972 in Linz, moved
to Vienna after graduating from
high school, then on to Barcelona
for two years after which I was
happy to return to Urfahr.

Regina Schlipfinger

have three children – Nora
(2005), Romy (2007) and Rafael
(2009)..

MAIN FOCUS
Owner | Strategy & Marketing |
Examiner ISO Certifications |
Insights MDI® | Manager coaching

REGINA SCHLIPFINGER
HAS A GOOD INSTINCT
FOR WHAT IS NEEDED IN A
SITUATION AND
SURPRISES WITH
CREATIVE METHODS IN
ALL CIRCUMSTANCES.

I HAVE LEARNT A LOT …
Our aim was to develop a congenial brand,
to have a business that runs smoothly and

ACADEMICAL CAREER

has it’s very own spirit, without getting bogged down with details. as
co-partner of STiScore GmbH: I realised that start-up-culture and
putting an emphasis on IT keep you on your toes.

Mag. Education and Economics
MSc. Coaching
Examiner for ISO- Cerfication of
professional trainers, Coach
according to ISO 17024
Hynosis trainer, Wingwave® Coach,
NLP
INSIGHTS & ASSESS MasterAcredditations
Course 'Development of
organisations'

as HR-Manager & Responsible for Post Merger Integration in the
corporation: I learnt to think on a large scale without getting bogged
down by slow processes..
as manager of the Business Plan Contest „i2b“: Contact to the world
of start-up businesses, to work intensively, implement swiftly, and
meticulously scrutinise my own ideas.
as manager of trainings and seminars “for almost everything” at
click&learn, where I got my first taste of what it would be like to
work in professional Training.
during my first job: I realised that it can be physically and
emotionally draining to work in an environment that isn’t suitable to
one’s personality.

METHODS

OTHERS SAY ABOUT ME …
that I keep my cool and do what is necessary in situations where others
might become flustered.

Training
Coaching
Emotion Coaching & Hypnose
Systemic Organisation
Constellation
Creative writing

that I develop cool things.
that I can juggle a fair number of balls and am able to accomplish things.

OTHER THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT ME ARE …
that I like to busy myself with neurobiology and creative writing.
that I have been playing tennis for quite a while now.
that I have realised I feel best if I am mentally and/or physically active.
that I’m convinced I am doing quite alright.
that I love to have fun.

